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Introduction 

 

 What happens after we die? This question has been on the lips of people for millennia. In 

our day, where Postmodern and Secular philosophies reign, the question is often answered with a 

denial of an existence after death. After we die our physical bodies decompose and that is the end 

of it. With this understanding comes a shift to a worldview that holds self-fulfilment as the 

highest priority in life; if there is no life after this one, no rewards or punishments, then what 

truly matters is that I make the most of my life while it lasts. We can see this understanding 

undergirding the life of billions today; in Hollywood actors and actresses pursue selfish pleasure 

in the form of sex and drugs without giving heed to any cost, in politics world leaders lie and 

manipulate to gain the most power possible in this life, and in day to day life millions live 

without a sense of purpose. This answer, that there is no life after death, is not an option for 

Bible believing Christians. 

Throughout Church history there have been different understandings of what the afterlife 

will look like, but the overwhelming consensus is that the Bible teaches there is an afterlife. Most 

thinkers throughout the history of the Church have agreed that there are different destinations for 

believers and unbelievers; the destination of believers is called Heaven, and for unbelievers it is 

called Hell. The doctrine of Hell—the final destination of Satan, the demons, and all 

unbelievers
1
—has been a very controversial doctrine during the modern age, it has faced 

criticism from Christians and the world; often these critics ask how a supposedly loving God 

could punish people with eternal torment? Intelligent and learned Christian thinkers have raised 

the challenge that this is not at all what the Bible teaches. This controversial question has 

                                                           
1
 Universalists would disagree that it is a final resting place if it exists at all, and Annihilationists would see 

the imagery of hell in the Bible as describing the cessation of existence. 
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received much attention as of late, but many people have been left without solid or satisfactory 

answers as to the truth of the doctrine of Hell. Christians today need to have answers to this 

burning question of Hell. These questions that are swirling around the doctrine of Hell go 

something like this; what does the Bible teach about Hell, is what it teaches defendable in our 

sceptical world, does it even make a difference? Answering these questions isn’t easy; it takes a 

lot of work.  

When it comes to engaging in theological investigation we need to have a methodology, a 

road map, according to which we will proceed in the investigation. For the purposes of 

investigating the doctrine of Hell a methodology that stays true to Scripture while providing a 

logical framework for building a doctrine is the Integrative Method. This method involves 

engaging in 5 interlaced disciplines to formulate a doctrine based on the teaching of the Bible, 

then to defend the Biblical conclusion, and finally to apply the final doctrine to our world today. 

These five steps by which we will engage in an investigation as to the biblical doctrine of Hell 

are; Historical Theology, Biblical Theology, Systematic Theology, Apologetics, and Practical 

Theology. The first stage of this investigation is called historical theology; here we will look at 

the way Christian’s throughout the history of the Church have understood the Scripture’s 

teaching on Hell. 
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Chapter 1 

The Historical Development of the Doctrine of Hell 

 

The doctrine of Hell has been a particularly controversial doctrine as of late, but has it 

always been as controversial as we find it today? For the first step in our theological 

investigation as to the Biblical doctrine of Hell we need to look at Church history. We need to 

ask; how have Christians thought about the doctrine of Hell over the past two millennia of 

Church history? It may be thought of as odd that we would begin here with Church history and 

not with the bible; it may seem as if we are letting go of the Reformation’s ideal of Sola 

Scriptura.
2
 Fortunately, there are good reasons for doing historical theology first; reasons that 

will lead us to be more faithful to the Bible in our interpretation.  

In our theological investigations we need to put the Bible first as our authority and let it 

speak for itself; having it change us and not having our presuppositions distort it. This goal is 

best served by starting with the historical survey of what Christians have believed in the past. 

Having a thorough look at historical theology allows someone doing theology to grasp his own 

presuppositions. If we have been in the Church for any length of time we are going to hold 

presuppositions; we are going to have an idea of what doctrine we believe. These ideas that we 

bring to our theological investigation will influence our exegesis;
3
 we will bring our presupposed 

ideas of how a passage is to be interpreted to those passages that we are trying to exegete. 

Performing historical theology initially allows us to identify what view we currently hold, 

                                                           
2
 Sola Scriptura is a Latin phrase that means “Scripture Alone.” To hold to Sola Scriptura is to believe that 

Scripture is the primary functional authority in the believer’s life. It is to believe that Scripture is our first, and only 

infallible, source of revelation as to who God is and what His will is for the Church and believers lives. 
3
 To perform exegesis is to take out of Scripture what it is trying to say. It is the act of interpretation when 

we are attempting to be faithful to what the author’s intended to write (if we are being unfaithful and reading into the 

text what we want it to say it is called Eisegesis, which is to read into something). 
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possibly subconsciously, as well as familiarize ourselves with the other views and their 

respective advantages and disadvantages. Doing this first will give us a greater grasp of the 

different interactions of Scripture involved with this doctrine, as well as an understanding of the 

various difficulties that accompany the interpretation of specific passages. Because we all have 

presuppositions, it is best for us to identify our presupposition and gain knowledge of the 

theological alternatives held in the Church. While performing historical theology we will look at 

cultural and external forces that influenced the doctrine of Hell throughout history and will have 

a better grasp of why we hold our views, of the cultural influences that formed the views of Hell 

throughout history, and of our own cultural presuppositions which we may be bringing to the text 

as we attempt to perform exegesis on the Scriptures. Because Historical theology is a powerful 

identifier of presuppositions and because it identifies difficult texts that are under debate, doing 

this research initially will help us be more faithful when it comes to the collection and 

interpretation of the Biblical data on Hell.  

For our historical study of the doctrine of Hell it is best to analyze the Church’s views 

through four distinct time periods; the era of the Early Church,
4
 the era of the Medieval age, the 

era from the Renaissance through the Reformation, and from the dawn of the Modern age in the 

Enlightenment to the present. 

   

 The era of the Early Church was an interesting time in Church history; this was the time 

when the foundational teachings of Scripture were first being put into creeds and spread across 

the known world. Christians in this time faced a culture that in many ways was similar to ours. 

The Roman society of that time was highly pluralistic, worshipping a pantheon of gods and 

accepting many different religions. As Christians were confronted with the daily issues of life 

                                                           
4
 These ages are, respectively, from; 100-500AD, 500-1300, 1300-1700, and 1700-present. 
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many of them studied Scripture and attempted to systematize it and apply it to the lives of those 

living in this society. When it came to hell this early body of believers had remarkable 

uniformity in their beliefs. What is interesting is that the doctrine that most of these church 

fathers recorded was the antithesis of what you would expect to emerge in the society they were 

living in. 

The majority of the fathers of the early Church era seem to have believed in a literal 

understanding of Hell, that is; they believed that hell is a place of eternal punishment, consisting 

of literal hell fire, reserved for Satan, the demons, and all who do not believe in the Gospel. They 

concluded this despite the pressures surrounding them, despite a culture that called for 

acceptance and punished dogmatic religions like Christianity and Judaism that refused to 

conform. These fathers, despite the society in which they found themselves, painted a terrifying 

picture of hell from their understanding of Scripture. Gehenna
5
 was a "reservoir of secret fire 

under the earth",
6
 in which men faced everlasting punishment as a consequence of their actions.

7
 

Gehenna, to these early fathers, was a terrifying spectacle; as the damned draw near to the flames 

they would "see the terrible and excessively glowing spectacle of the fire".
8
 It was a place filled 

with souls bewailing and "with flames belching forth through the horrid darkness of thick 

night".
9
 Near the end of the age of the Early Church the preeminent theologian of this time, 

Augustine, would write many pages on this literal understanding of Hell. In his City of God he 

                                                           
5
 This is the Greek word most frequently translated as Hell in the New Testament. 

6
 Tertullian, Apology, in Tertullian, The Ante-Nicene Fathers: Latin Christianity: Its Founder, Tertullian, 

ed. Alexander Roberts, James Donaldson, and A. Cleveland Coxe, vol. 3 (Grand Rapids, Michigan: WM. B. 

Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1978), 52. 
7
 Justin Martyr, First Apology of Justin, in Justin Martyr and Irenaeus, The Ante-Nicene Fathers: The 

Apostolic Fathers with Justin Martyr and Irenaeus., ed. Alexander Roberts, James Donaldson, and A. Cleveland 

Coxe, vol. 1 (Grand Rapids, Michigan: WM. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1977), 166. 
8
 Hippolytus, The Extant Works and Fragments of  Hippolytus, in Cyprian et al., The Ante-Nicene Fathers: 

Fathers of the Third Century: Hippolytus, Cyprian, Caius, Novatian, Appendix., ed. Alexander Roberts, James 

Donaldson, and A. Cleveland Coxe, vol. 5 (Grand Rapids, Michigan: WM. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1978), 222. 
9
 Attributed to Cyrpian, Treatise on the Glory of Martyrdom, Ibid., 5:584.  
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wrote on Jesus' words in Mark 9:43-48 where Jesus says three times that it is better to be maimed 

and enter Heaven than to be in perfect health and enter Hell; "He[Jesus] did not shrink from 

using the same words three times over in one passage.  And who is not terrified by this 

repetition, and by the threat of that punishment uttered so vehemently by the lips of the Lord 

Himself?"
10

 Many took these warnings very seriously and as they became martyrs “they kept 

before their view escape from that fire which is eternal and never shall be quenched."
11

  

While this view was the predominant one, other views did arise during these formative 

years of the early Church. A father named Arnobius is believed by some scholars to have taught 

an early form of what we today call Annihilationism, the view that the souls of unbelievers cease 

to exist after death. He once wrote; “a cruel death awaits you [unbelievers] when freed from the 

bonds of body, not bringing sudden annihilation, but destroying by the bitterness of its grievous 

and long-protracted punishment.”
12

 Many scholars see this as an early form of the modern view; 

Arnobius seems to see souls as being finally destroyed after a long-protracted punishment.  

The last view found in this age is similar to modern Universalism, that is; the view that 

inevitably God’s love will be victorious and all souls will end up in Heaven. The renowned 

thinker Origen taught that God’s punishment of sinners was restorative and not retributive.
13

 

Sinners, after they receive their due punishment, may become worthy of entering into Heaven 

                                                           
10

 Saint Augustine, City of God, in Saint Augustine, Nicene and Post Nicene Fathers: St. Augustine’s City 

of God and Christian Doctrine, ed. Philip Schaff and Henry Wace, vol. 2, Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers 1 (Grand 

Rapids, Michigan: Christian Classics Ethereal Library), iv.XXI.9, accessed May 8, 2012, 

http://www.ccel.org/ccel/schaff/npnf208.html. 
11

 Martyrdom of Polycarp in Martyr and Irenaeus, ANF01, 1:39. 
12

 Arnobius, Against the Heathen, in Gregory Thaumaturgus et al., The Ante-Nicene Fathers: Fathers of the 

Third Century: Gregory Thaumaturgus, Dionysius the Great, Julius Africanus, Anatolius, and Minor Writers, 

Methodius, Arnobius, ed. Alexander Roberts, James Donaldson, and A. Cleveland Coxe, vol. 6 (Grand Rapids, 

Michigan: WM. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1975), 457. 
13

 Origen, Against Celsus, in Tertullian et al., The Ante-Nicene Fathers: Fathers of the Third Century: 

Tertullian, Part Fourth; Minucius Felix; Commodian; Origen, Parts First and Second, ed. Alexander Roberts, 

James Donaldson, and A. Cleveland Coxe, vol. 4 (Grand Rapids, Michigan: WM. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 

1976), 584. 
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with believers.
14

 He thought hopefully “that the goodness of God, through His Christ, may recall 

all His creatures to one end, even His enemies being conquered and subdued."
15

Origen’s view 

evolved out of his theological system—this system was highly influenced by his mentor Clement 

of Alexandria who was dean of the Alexandrian Catechetical  School and probably also  a 

universalist
16

—which merged Platonism with Christian thought and involved a hermeneutical 

method that sought both the literal and then, behind that, the allegorical meaning in the text.
17

 

Origen’s Universalist teaching was condemned by the Church and the literal/historical view of 

Hell remained the majority view throughout this period. 

  

The historical or literal understanding of Hell remained the primary teaching on the 

subject throughout the Medieval era, maybe with even more uniformity than in the era of the 

Early Church. Throughout the Medieval era the Church wielded incredible power, it had 

extensive influence over the feudal kingdoms of Europe. Because of this influence it had the 

ability to crush what it saw as heresy through secular authorities; anybody who went against the 

doctrines established by the church fathers and the ecumenical councils would have to fear the 

Church. This could very well have contributed to the uniformity of the views on the doctrine of 

hell throughout this period. The most known divines of this era agreed that Hell was a place of 

eternal punishment but did not explain what this torment consisted of, whether it was 

                                                           
14

 Origen, De Principiis, in Ibid., 4:275. 
15

 Ibid., 4:260. 
16

 Clement of Alexandria, Stromata, in Hermas et al., The Ante-Nicene Fathers: Fathers of the second 

century: Hermas, Tatian, Athenagoras, Theophilus, and Clement of Alexandria (entire)., ed. Alexander Roberts, 

James Donaldson, and A. Cleveland Coxe, vol. 2 (Grand Rapids, Michigan: WM. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 

1977), 274–276. 
17

 Richard J. Bauckham, “Universalism: a Historical Survey,” Themelios 4, no. 2 (January 1979): 49, 

http://s3.amazonaws.com/tgc-documents/journal-issues/4.2_Bauckham.pdf. 
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metaphorical or literal flames.
18

 The fourth Lateran Council in 1215 likewise proclaimed this 

view, its attendants agreed that; “Christ will render to every man, be he damned or elect, 

according to his works. The damned will go into eternal punishment with the devil".
19

 Where 

these scholars were vague on the nature of this punishment, the artists and writers of this time 

period were far from it. One of the most known and graphic portrayal of hell from this time is 

Dante Alighieri’s Divine Comedy. Dante vividly wrote about what he called “the inferno” and 

described souls screaming in pain with great flakes of flame falling slowly from the sky like 

snow.
20

  Throughout this era there were almost no other views present, at least among the notable 

mystics. William G.T. Shedd recorded that “The Mediaeval church was virtually a unit in 

holding the doctrine of Endless Punishment.”
21

 No record of Annihilationist views from this time 

exists but there is evidence of Universalism. The Irish scholar John Scotus Erigena carried on a 

platonic form of Universalism through this time and pantheists of a mystic tradition seemed to 

teach that the “divine spark” in every man will return to its source in God.
22

  

   

The Renaissance and the Reformation saw sweeping changes across Europe, especially in 

the Church, and witnessed the birth, or resurgence, of a variety of views on the Doctrine of Hell. 

With the reformation came the toppling of Rome’s power and with the Renaissance came an 

interest in Humanism and the power of man. This opened the door for the eventual flood of 

different views in the modern age, but even in this era the changes began to be seen. The 

                                                           
18

 Saint Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologica (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Christian Classics Ethereal 

Library), XP.Q99.A1, accessed January 19, 2013, http://www.ccel.org/ccel/aquinas/summa. Saint Anselm, 

Monologium (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Christian Classics Ethereal Library, n.d.), iv.lxxii, 

http://www.ccel.org/ccel/anselm/basic_works. 
19

 Gregg R Allison and Wayne A Grudem, Historical Theology : an introduction to Christian doctrine : a 

companion to Wayne Grudem’s Systematic theology (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Zondervan, 2011), 708. 
20

 Ibid., 710. 
21

 W.G.T. Shedd, The Doctrine of Endless Punishment (Scribner, 1886), 4, 

http://books.google.ca/books?id=BQspXTu906kC. 
22

 Bauckham, “Universalism: a Historical Survey,” 50. 
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majority of scholars seemed to still support the understanding of eternal conscious punishment 

but prominent theologians began to paint different pictures of what eternal punishment looked 

like. Martin Luther expressed in his writing a belief in the historical understanding of hell, 

informing his readers that “The fiery oven is ignited merely by the unbearable appearance of 

God and endures eternally. “
23

 Writers like Thomas More emphatically rejected the older ideas 

of restorative judgment, he wrote that; “in hell pain serveth only for punishment without any 

manner of purging.”
24

 While still holding to eternal conscious punishment the renowned 

theologian John Calvin believed that the imagery of flames, darkness, and the worm that never 

died were metaphorical images. He wrote, “It is certain that by such modes of expression the 

Holy Spirit designed to impress all our senses with dread.”
25

 Whether it was by literal or 

metaphorical flames these divines all held to a belief in eternal conscious punishment for the 

reprobate, but in this age other views started to make a return. 

Among the radical reformers certain Anabaptists embraced Universalist teachings. There 

was also a Universalist presence among the Morovians and,
26

 writing in the late 17
th

 century, the 

Baptist pastor Samuel Richardson expressed his disagreement with the idea of eternal conscience 

punishment.
27

 This age also saw the first signs of Annihilationism since Arnobius; the teachings 

of Socinianism expressed explicit belief in the annihilation of unbelieving souls in the final 

                                                           
23

 Quoted in; Allison and Grudem, Historical theology, 711. 
24

 Thomas More, Dialogue of Comfort Against Tribulation (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Christian Classics 

Ethereal Library), ii.xi., accessed January 19, 2013, http://www.ccel.org/ccel/more/comfort. Luther and More were 

joined in their understanding of a literal hell by the writers Quenstedt and Riissen. Allison and Grudem, Historical 

theology, 713. 
25

 John Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion (Bellingham, WA: Logos Bible Software, 1997), 

III.xxv.12.  
26

 F. L. Cross and Elizabeth A. Livingstone, eds., The Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church, 3rd ed. 

rev (Oxford ; New York: Oxford University Press, 2005), 397. 
27

 Allison and Grudem, Historical theology, 713. 
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judgment.
28

 With the shift of belief in the western world from Christendom to secularization and 

with the emergence of freedom of religion across Europe and the Americas came a multiplicity 

of different views on the Doctrine of Hell in the Modern Age.  

  

The Modern Age is the first time in the history of the Church where the literal/historical 

understanding of Hell has been rivaled; within the liberal and emergent circles universalism is 

common, within the camps of evangelicals Annihilationism has appeared, and Calvin’s 

metaphorical view of punishment in Hell is at least on par with the literal understanding.  

During the Enlightenment, rationalism seemed to lead thinkers away from the historical 

understanding of hell, but the preeminent American theologian and philosopher of that time, 

Jonathan Edwards, spoke of a literal Hell in the congregations he preached to. In his most 

famous sermon he told his audience of the fierce wrath of God poured out in eternal punishment 

on unbelievers and pictured the fiery flames waiting to consume those who did not believe, who 

were held above the fire by God.
29

 At the end of the 19
th

 century the tremendous orator Charles 

H. Spurgeon spoke of fire like that we have on earth burning but never consuming the body.
30

 

Contemporary Theologian John F. Walvoord, while arguing against the opposing views of Hell, 

denied the allegation that the concept of a literal hell fire is untenable and insisted that sufficient 

evidence exists to accept the biblical description of hell fire as literal.
31

 

Since the days of Calvin the idea that the Biblical imagery of Hell is metaphorical has 

become widespread; some of the best theologians of contemporary times have embraced it. 

                                                           
28

 Benjamin B. Warfield, “Annihilationism,” ed. Samuel Macauley Jackson, The New Schaff-Herzog 

Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge (Funk & Wagnalls Company, 1908), 185. 
29 Edwards, Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God, in Jonathan Edwards, The Works of Jonathan Edwards, 

ed. Edward Hickman, vol. 2 (Carlisle, Pennsylvania: The Banner of Truth Trust, 1974), 8, 10.  
30

 The Resurrection of the Dead in C. H. Spurgeon, The New Park Street Pulpit Sermons, Vol. II (London: 

Passmore & Alabaster, 1856), 104–105. 
31

 John F. Walvoord in; William V. Crockett and Stanley N. Gundry, eds., Four Views on Hell (Grand 

Rapids, Mich: Zondervan, 1992), 28.  
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Defenders of this understanding do not believe that this lessens the severity of Hell’s horrors; on 

the contrary, they argue that they are worse than we can conceive.
32

 Millard J. Erickson seems to 

argue for this understanding when he writes; “Hell is not so much a place of physical suffering as 

it is the awful loneliness of total and final separation from the Lord."
33

 Proponents would say on 

the use of metaphorical imagery, “If heaven is described in the most powerful images available 

to people of that day, the same is true with hell, only with reverse implications. The images we 

find are shocking, and again the intent is clear. Hell is a place of profound misery where the 

wicked are banished from the presence of God."
34

  Both the metaphorical and literal 

understandings are consistent with the historical view of Hell as eternal conscious punishment, 

but in the modern age the views that oppose this understanding have soared in popularity. 

 During the enlightenment two influential philosophers published books that argued for 

Annihilationism; both philosophers saw immortality as a gift only for the elect.
35

 In the 19
th

 

century this view was further supported in the writing of the congregational minister Edward 

White.
36

 None of these writers have been overly influential in the world of contemporary 

Christianity, but more recently well-known evangelicals have written in support of this view. 

John R.W. Stott, an influential Episcopalian Minister, wrote that linguistic and other evidence 

seemed to point in the direction of Annihilationism and that this view should be accepted as a 

                                                           
32

 J. I. Packer, Concise Theology: a Guide to Historic Christian Beliefs (Wheaton, IL: Tyndale House, 

1993). 
33

 Millard J Erickson and L. Arnold Hustad, Introducing Christian doctrine (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker 

Academic, 2001), 414. This is the view that seems to fit best with his comments in both this book and his Christian 

Theology, but he does talk about eternal fire, no mention of its nature, on page 381 of the former book.  
34

 William V. Crockett in; Crockett and Gundry, Four Views on Hell, 57. 
35

 Thomas Hobbes, The Leviathan (Corvallis Oregon: Philosophy Department Oregon State University, 

1996), http://oregonstate.edu/instruct/phl302/texts/hobbes/leviathan-j.html#CHAPTERXLIV. The Reasonableness 

of Christianity in; John Locke, The Works of John Locke in Nine Volumes, vol. 6, 9 vols., 12th ed. (London: 

Rivington, 1824), http://oll.libertyfund.org/title/1438 on 2013-01-19. 
36

 Cross and Livingstone, The Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church, 397. 
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legitimate alternative to the mainstream view.
37

 With his support Annihilationism has the 

possibility of moving from the fringe of cults and questionable sects to the accepted circle of 

Evangelicalism. 

While Annihilationism still maintains the historical belief that the elect and reprobate 

have two separate final destinations, Universalism says that in the end they will both end up in 

heaven. Universalism has found increasing popularity since the enlightenment. In the 18
th

 

century F.D.E. Schleiermacher reintroduced a doctrine of universal redemption as a result of 

God’s love, his teaching became the root from which most contemporary Universalism stems.
38

 

Since then it has received attention from numerous authors in the 19
th

 and 20
th

 century.
39

 In the 

mid-20
th

 century the neo-orthodox theologian Karl Barth proposed the possibility of 

Universalism, again as a result of God’s love and solely by his grace.
40

 Since the enlightenment 

our culture has come to value tolerance above all else, in this atmosphere the Christian idea of a 

literal hell is despicable. This could very easily put pressure on the church to water down its 

doctrine. We can see this in the growth Universalism has received in recent years. It has most 

recently received a surge of popularity as a result of the book Love Wins. Popular pastor Rob 

Bell proposed that since God’s desire was for all to be saved and God gets what he wants, He 

must see this come to fulfilment.
41

 Bell pictured Hell as something we experience in this life 

time
42

 and wrote that given enough time “The love of God will melt every hard heart.”
43

 

                                                           
37

 Allison and Grudem, Historical theology, 720–721. 
38

 Sinclair B. Ferguson, David F. Wright, and J. I. Packer, eds., New Dictionary of Theology, The Master 

Reference Collection (Downers Grove, Ill: InterVarsity Press, 1988), 702. 
39

 A.T. Robinson and William Newton Clarke are two examples. Allison and Grudem, Historical theology, 

717. 
40

 K. Barth and H. Gollwitzer, Church Dogmatics (Westminster John Knox Press, 1994), 125–126, 

http://books.google.ca/books?id=60OEJTH8bhAC. 
41

 Rob Bell, Love Wins: A Book About Heaven, Hell, and the Fate of Every Person Who Ever Lived, First 

Edition (New York, NY: HarperOne, 2011), 101. 
42

 Ibid., 71, 73, 79. 
43

 Ibid., 107. 
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The history of the Church reveals a tapestry of different views that have come and gone 

throughout its long span. But even with the resurgence of interest in Annihilationism and 

Universalism experienced during the Modern Age, the historical consensus has still been largely 

dominated by the belief that Hell is a place of eternal conscious torment. From the beginning 

days of the Church this view has remained remarkably consistent. As history progressed towards 

the present other views evolved and challenges were raised against the historical view, but its 

presence as the orthodox view has remained. The views we encountered throughout this survey 

will serve as a framework for the rest of this paper, for the formulation and defense of the 

Biblical doctrine of Hell. These views are a framework, but they are not absolutes; if the Biblical 

teaching on Hell moves in a different direction from that which these views take then we must 

abandon them and formulate a new statement of the doctrine that will better encapsulate the 

whole teaching of Scripture.  This survey has prepared us with the historical background of the 

current understandings of the doctrine of Hell; this understanding has moved us one step further 

towards answering the questions as to the Biblical teaching of Hell. From this foray into 

Historical Theology we now must move forward into the discipline of Biblical Theology. 
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Chapter 2 

The Biblical Development of the Doctrine of Hell 

 

What happens to an unbeliever when they die? Do they cease to exist? Are they purified 

through a restorative judgment and eventually accepted in heaven? Or do they endure eternal 

conscious judgment? These are three answers that, as we have seen, Christians throughout the 

almost two thousand year history of the Church have given. These historical answers give us 

food for thought, they help us take a step back and see the bigger picture; but they cannot be the 

basis of our doctrines. Our base, our foundation, has to be Scripture. To discover what Scripture 

has to say in response to this question, to discern Scripture’s testimony on the Doctrine of Hell, 

we have to weigh in the entire testimony of the Biblical canon; we must perform the second step 

of our theological investigation, engaging in the discipline of Biblical Theology.  

The best way to get a broad picture of Scripture’s teaching on a subject is to examine it in 

a historical manner; to look at the progression of God’s revelation through the different books of 

the Bible and collect the raw data on how this doctrine has been revealed. This is not to say that 

we look at a later book in Scripture and supersede it over earlier revelation, but this process 

acknowledges that God revealed His truth in a completely inerrant and inspired way through 

human authors in history; God did not teach us everything in Scripture at one time, He unfurled 

his revelation over a span of 1500 or 1600 hundred years.  

When it comes to the Doctrine of Hell the question we have to ask is; how has the 

doctrine of Hell been revealed throughout the progressive revelation of the Biblical cannon? 

Usually one would start with the Pentateuch, but when it comes to the Doctrine of Hell there is 

seemingly only one verse in the early books of the Old Testament that talks about Hell (Deut. 
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32:22). This doctrine really only starts to unfurl through the poetical and prophetic books, and 

then it becomes clear in the teachings of the New Testament, through the Synoptic Gospels, the 

epistles of Paul, John’s writings, and the rest of the NT literature. 

 

 Even in the Prophetic and Poetical books, references to hell are mostly vague at best. In 

the book of Proverbs there is an affirmation of a netherworld that exists for the wicked after 

death and the existence of a different path for the righteous than for the wicked. This first 

affirmation can be seen in Proverbs 9:13-18. In verse 18 it is written that the guest of the women 

of folly (the one who commits adultery with her) “does not know that the dead are there, That 

her guests are in the depths of Sheol.”
44

 In this passage Sheol would seem to point beyond 

merely the grave and imply not just death but existence in the netherworld.
45

 The latter 

affirmation, that there are different paths for the righteous and the wicked, is seen in Proverbs 

15:24. In this passage a contrast is made between the path of life leading upward for the wise and 

the path, implied for those that are not wise, that leads to Sheol below. This connotes more than 

being spared an untimely death, it only makes sense if it is referring to a state after death.
46

 This 

passage seems to imply that the unwise are on the path to the netherworld, and the wise are on 

the path to the opposite, the very dwelling of God.
47

 Along with these verses, Proverbs 21:16 

also may imply an afterlife, though it does not explicitly teach it. These verses are the few in the 

poetical books that seem to even possibly talk about afterlife of the wicked, but sometimes 

Annihilationist draw on the language of the Psalmists to support their views of the soul’s utter 
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destruction after death. An example of a verse like this is Psalms 2:12, the Psalmist writes; “Do 

homage to the Son, that He not become angry, and you perish in the way, For His wrath may 

soon be kindled. How blessed are all who take refuge in Him!” Some Annihilationists would 

argue that “perish” here and in other verses would imply a final and complete destruction. The 

word here translated “perish” is ‘ābad; when it is used in the Hebrew Qal stem it emphasizes 

mortality
48

 and when it is used in the rest of the verses cited by Annihilationists (Ps. 1:6; 37:20; 

49:10; 73:27; Prov. 11:10; 28:28) it “sometimes denotes physical death and other times spiritual 

loss or ruin, but never extinction of being.”
49

 These are the verses that most clearly reference life 

after death for the wicked in the poetic books, looking at the prophetic books the picture 

becomes a little clearer.  

In Isaiah 66, while talking about the new heavens and the new earth which the LORD 

will make (v.22-23), Isaiah writes that, “they [all mankind] will go forth and look On the corpses 

of the men Who have transgressed against Me. For their worm will not die And their fire will not 

be quenched; And they will be an abhorrence to all mankind” (v. 24). Then in Ezekiel 32, 

especially v. 17-32, Ezekiel prophecies over Egypt and describes it being brought down to the 

“nether world, with those who go down to the pit” (v. 18) and encountering the hordes of Assyria 

(v. 22) and Elam who have also descended to the pit (v. 24) and find themselves in the midst of 

the slain (v. 25). Daniel provides the most explicit reference to the fate of the wicked in the 

afterlife, he writes in 12:2 that, “Many of those who sleep in the dust of the ground will awake, 

these to everlasting life, but the others to disgrace and everlasting contempt." The last OT 
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reference to the fate of the wicked after death seems to be Mal. 4:1-2. Talking about the 

terrifying day of the LORD, Malachi writes that “the day is coming, burning like a furnace; and 

all the arrogant and every evildoer will be chaff; and the day that is coming will set them ablaze” 

(v. 1). The OT does not provide much information on the nature of the afterlife, especially for the 

fate of the wicked, but in the New Testament the details of the afterlife are expounded in much 

greater detail. 

  

 It is surprising for many to hear that the greatest volume of information on the Doctrine 

of Hell comes from the Synoptic Gospels, from the very words of Jesus himself. He talks about 

this Doctrine more than any of the writers of the books in the Old and New Testaments. 

Throughout the Synoptic Gospels a picture starts to form of the final judgment and the fate of the 

wicked. Jesus makes it clear that there are two paths in this life; the narrow one leading to life, 

and the broad road leading to destruction (Matthew 8:13-14). Demons as well as believers appear 

to face this judgment (Matt. 8:29). Some men will knock at the door of the kingdom of heaven to 

enter but will be told to depart, for Christ never knew them (Matt 7:23; Luke 13:28-30). Hell, 

Gehenna, is described in phenomenal language of “outer darkness,” “weeping,” and “gnashing of 

teeth” (Matt 8:11-12; 22:13; 24:51; 25:30). Throughout the Gospels Jesus uses the language of 

trees not bearing fruit and tares to describe unbelievers and, speaking of the tares, writes; “The 

Son of Man will send forth His angels, and they will gather out of His kingdom all stumbling 

blocks, and those who commit lawlessness, 
42

and will throw them into the furnace of fire; in that 

place there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth" (Matt. 13:41-42). Both Jesus and John the 

Baptist use the metaphor of trees bearing bad fruit to refer to hypocrites and false prophets, both 

write of these trees that they will be “cut down and thrown into fire” (Matt. 7:15-20; 3:10; Luke 
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3:17). In Matthew 12 John the Baptist also uses the picture of wheat being gathered by Jesus into 

His barn, and the chaff, those who are not Jesus’s, being burned with unquenchable fire (v.11-

12). Writing of the final judgment Jesus tells His apostles that Sodom and Gomorrah will find 

the day of judgment more tolerable than the cities that reject the apostles (Matt. 10:13-15, cf. 

11:22-24). Hell, this final judgment, is clearly seen as something to fear; Jesus told those 

listening to Him, “Do not fear those who kill the body but are unable to kill the soul; but rather 

fear Him who is able to destroy both soul and body in hell” (Matt. 10:28, cf. Luke 12:4-5). In 

Matthew 25 Jesus explicitly contrasts the fate of the wicked with the fate of believers, He told 

His audience; “Then the king will say to those on His right, ‘Come, you who are blessed of My 

Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the world… 
41

“Then He will 

also say to those on His left, ‘Depart from Me, accursed ones, into the eternal fire which has 

been prepared for the devil and his angels… 
46

These will go away into eternal punishment, but 

the righteous into eternal life” (vv. 34, 41, 46). Jesus is very clear that it is “He who has believed 

and has been baptized [who] shall be saved, but he who has disbelieved shall be condemned” 

(Mark 16:16). This judgment is done in accordance with each man’s deeds (Matt. 16:27). One 

last interesting verse that discusses the fate of the wicked after death is the parable of Lazarus 

and the rich man in Luke 16:19-31. This parable is describing the intermediate state and paints a 

picture of real physical suffering by real flames; the rich man is actually hot and he is becoming 

actually thirsty. The Synoptic Gospels are full of references to the final judgment of the wicked 

and their destination, but these three books are not the only ones that discuss this doctrine. In the 

Pauline Epistles we also find significant references to the fate of unbelievers. 
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 Paul, in his epistles, does not talk of Hell by name, but he does talk about the destruction 

of the wicked in the Day of Judgment. In Romans 2:5-8 Paul writes: 

5
But because of your stubbornness and unrepentant heart you are storing up wrath for 

yourself in the day of wrath and revelation of the righteous judgment of God, 
6
 who 

WILL RENDER TO EACH PERSON ACCORDING TO HIS DEEDS: 
7
 to those who by 

perseverance in doing good seek for glory and honor and immortality, eternal life; 
8
 but to 

those who are selfishly ambitious and do not obey the truth, but obey unrighteousness, 

wrath and indignation. 

According to Paul the unrepentant are storing up wrath for themselves and on the Day of 

judgment they will receive wrath and indignation according to their deeds. In his letter to the 

church in Philippi Paul writes that when the believers stand firm in the faith and are not alarmed 

by their opponents, it is a sign to these opponents of their coming destruction and of salvation for 

the believers (1:27-28). Also in Philippians Paul writes that for the enemies of the Cross of 

Christ their end is destruction (3:18-19). In his second letter to the church in Thessalonica Paul 

writes that when Christ comes again He will be revealed in glory and will come: "dealing out 

retribution to those who do not know God and to those who do not obey the gospel of our Lord 

Jesus. 
9
These will pay the penalty of eternal destruction, away from the presence of the Lord and 

from the glory of His power" (1:8-9). The last clear reference to the final fate of the wicked in 

Paul’s letters is found in 1 Timothy, here Paul warns against various foolish and harmful desires 

which “plunge men into ruin and destruction” (6:9). After Paul’s letters the final body of Biblical 

writing that deals significantly with the topic of Hell is the writings of John, these were some of 

the last books of the Bible to be written and contain strong eschatological teachings. 
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 While John’s Gospel is organized quite differently than the Synoptic Gospels, he likewise 

records the sayings of Jesus which often discuss Hell. Probably the most known verse from the 

Bible is John 3:16, this verse, while delivering a beautiful promise and displaying the amazing 

love of the Father, contains a powerful warning. In this verse Jesus tells Nicodemus; “whoever 

believes in Him [The only begotten Son of the Father] shall not perish, but have eternal life.” If 

those who believe shall not perish, then it is implied that those who do not believe will perish. 

Later in this Gospel Jesus tells his audience that an hour is coming when those in the tomb will 

come forth, “those who did the good deeds to a resurrection of life, those who committed the evil 

deeds to a resurrection of judgment” (5:29). Here we see, as we saw throughout the rest of 

Scripture, a declaration of one end for the evil and different one for the good, both involving a 

resurrection. The last verse in this Gospel that talks about the final fate of the wicked is in John 

15; here John records a metaphor of a vine and the vinedresser used by Jesus. Those that do not 

abide in Jesus are thrown away like dried up branches disposed of by a vinedresser, they are 

gathered together and cast “into the fire and they are burned” (v. 6).  

The three epistles of John do not seem to speak of hell, but in Revelation, the last book of 

the Bible written, John records a lot about the final judgment of the wicked. In the second 

chapter of Revelation he writes that those who overcome will not be hurt by the “second death” 

(v. 11). This term, the “second death,” is used once more in this book before being explained. In 

chapter 20 John records that those who are resurrected with Christ at the beginning of the 

millennium will not experience the “second death” (v. 6). In 21:8 John records God saying; “But 

for the cowardly and unbelieving and abominable and murders and immoral persons and 

sorcerers and idolaters and all liars, their part will be in the lake that burns with fire and 

brimstone which is the second death.” In chapter 11 John writes that a time came for the dead to 
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be judged and the saints, bond-servants, and prophets of God to be rewarded (v. 18). Elsewhere 

in Revelation we read that those who receive the mark of the beast will receive the wrath of God 

(14:9) and “he will be tormented with fire and brimstone in the presence of the holy angels and 

in the presence of the Lamb” (v. 10). This torment is said to go one forever (v.11). In 19:20 we 

are told that the “beast was seized, and with him the false prophet…; these two were thrown 

alive into the lake of fire which burns with brimstone.” In chapter 20 John describes the final 

judgment, he saw a great white throne with Him who sat upon it judging; “the dead were judged 

from the things which were written in the books, according to their deeds” (v. 12). All the dead 

were judged and “death and Hades were thrown into the lake of fire,” all those whose name was 

not in the book of life were likewise thrown in the lake of fire (v. 14). The last verse in John’s 

writings that discusses Hell is Rev. 22:14-15; here the righteous are said to inhabit the New 

Jerusalem, but outside the city, outside this eternal fellowship with God, are the sinners. After 

the Synoptic Gospels and Paul and John’s writings there are only a few more references to Hell 

in the NT that need to be looked at. 

 

 Hebrews 9:27 speaks of it being appointed for men to die once, and then after this face 

judgment. Then in Hebrews 10:26-27 the author provides a terrifying message to those who hear 

the truth but continue living in sin, all that remains for them is “a terrifying expectation of 

judgment and THE FURY OF A FIRE WHICH WILL CONSUME THE ADVERSARIES” (v. 

27). Two verses later the author discusses how much more severe the punishment will be for he 

who “has trampled under foot the Son of God, and has regarded as unclean the blood of the 

covenant by which he was sanctified, and has insulted the Spirit of grace” (v. 29). Lastly, in Jude 

we find references to the coming judgment of the wicked. In v. 6 Jude writes that angels who did 
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not keep their own domain are kept in bonds in darkness until the final judgment. In the 7
th

 verse 

Jude writes that the fiery end received by Sodom and Gomorrah exhibited an example of the 

future punishment for the apostates in eternal flames. In v. 13 Jude writes that the black darkness 

has been reserved forever for the apostates he first talks about in v. 4. The last reference in Jude 

to final judgment, and the last reference we have in these remaining NT books, is found in v.15; 

he writes of Christ coming with angels and/or believers to execute judgment upon all, to convict 

“the ungodly of all their ungodly deeds.” 

 

 Looking at the progressing revelation of the doctrine of Hell in Scripture reveals a 

doctrine that is slowly unfurled throughout the entirety of the Biblical canon. A look at any 

single book does not give a clear picture as to what the fate of the wicked after death looks like. 

In the Old Testament vague references are found throughout the poetical books and some 

concrete declarations of God’s final judgment are seen in the writings of the prophets, but it is 

not until the New Testament that we see a vivid picture of what will happen to those who do not 

come to the Son for forgiveness of sins. In the New Testament we see the doctrine of Hell most 

clearly taught from the mouth of Jesus himself. Having looked at the testimony of Scripture on 

the doctrine of Hell we are now in a position to move into the third step of our theological 

investigation; to answer our questions as to the Biblical teaching of Hell we need to take the data 

we have collected from Scripture and bring it together into a cohesive statement of doctrine. This 

third step which we now must pursue is known as Systematic Theology. 
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Chapter 3 

The Systematic Doctrine of Hell 

 

The first step in our theological investigation, our examination of the doctrine of Hell 

throughout Church History, revealed three major views that have existed in the Church and still 

exist today: Annihilationism, Universalism, and the Historical view (within which there exists a 

literal understanding of the fire and other imagery of Hell, or a Metaphorical understanding).
50

 

The second step, our Biblical survey, revealed the breadth of what Scripture has to say on the 

subject, but did not attempt to synthesize a doctrine. To answer the question of what the Bible 

teaches on Hell, to see if any of these historical views are correct, we need to undertake the 

discipline of Systematic Theology. This discipline has been explained many ways, but in its 

essence it is a discipline where we attempt to bring together what Scripture says on a specific 

subject into a unified statement of Christian doctrine.
51

 With the data collected from our 

Historical and Biblical surveys we can now systematize and synthesize a cohesive doctrine on 

what the Bible teaches about Hell. To do this we need to look at what Scripture says about the 

final destination of the wicked and the righteous, is it different; if it is different, then what is the 

purpose of Hell and how long will it last; and finally, what is the nature of Hell, what does it look 

like? 
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 From as early in the Bible as the prophetic books we read of a contrast between the fate 

of the righteous and the fate of the wicked after death (Proverbs 15:24), a more clear picture of 

this is found when we turn to the New Testament. After death the righteous will go immediately 

to paradise (Luke 23:43), and the unrighteous will go to Sheol (Hades), the netherworld (see 

Ezekiel 32:17-32; Prov. 9:18, cf. Luke 16:23; Rev. 20:14). After Jesus comes again there will be 

a day of judgment and all men who ever lived will come before Jesus and be judged (Rev. 20:11-

15). In Matthew 25 Jesus recounts this coming judgment with mention of two separate paths, one 

for the righteous and one for the wicked; He told His audience,  

34 
“Then the King will say to those on His right [The sheep], ‘Come, you who are blessed 

of My Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the world…. 

41 
“Then He will also say to those on His left [The goats], ‘Depart from Me, accursed 

ones, into the eternal fire which has been prepared for the devil and his angels;…. 

46 
These will go away into eternal punishment, but the righteous into eternal life.”

52
  

Scripture seems to clearly teach that there will be a separation in this final judgment of the 

redeemed and the wicked; those who believe in Jesus to eternal life, and those who do not 

believe to eternal fire.
53

 Scripture goes into quite a lot of detail as to who will end up in Hell. In 

Matthew 25:41 we read that the eternal fire was prepared first for the Devil and his angels, so 

they will find themselves there (cf. Matt. 8:29; Rev. 19:20, Jude 6, 2 Pet. 2:4) but so will those 

who have not put their faith in Jesus Christ. In the 3
rd

 chapter, 16
th

 verse, of his gospel John 

writes that those who believe in Jesus Christ will not perish; it is implied here that those who do 

not believe will perish (cf. Mark 16:16). Our faith, belief in Jesus, will justify us and we will not 
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be condemned (Romans 3-7, Rom. 8:1), but if a man does not believe in Jesus he will not receive 

forgiveness for his sins and will not be imputed with Christ’s righteousness; since all man is 

sinful (Rom. 1-3, esp. 3:10-18) this will result in all unbelieving men being condemned on the 

day of judgment (cf. Rom. 2:5-8, 12-16; John 5:29).  Throughout the NT it is said that those who 

commit lawlessness, false prophets, those who become stumbling blocks, and sinners of all sorts 

will find themselves condemned on this day of judgment (Matt. 7:15-20, 13:41-42 ). The 

different theological position involved in the discussion on the doctrine of Hell all agree that, at 

least initially, the wicked will have a separate destination than Christians. Much of the 

disagreement begins when the purpose and duration of Hell are discussed.  

 

 When looking at the Biblical data the view that seems most congruent with Scripture is 

that of an eternal punishment with the purpose of retribution. In Matthew 25:46 Jesus, while 

talking about the final judgment, declares that “[those who are accursed, the goats] will go away 

into eternal punishment, but the righteous into eternal life.” In this passage the eternal fate of the 

wicked is contrasted with the eternal life given to the righteous; to deny the eternality of the 

punishment for the wicked is to deny the eternality of the believer’s life. Some Annihilationists 

suggest that we are free to interpret the eternal punishment here as a final irreversible judgment 

and not as eternal conscious punishment;
54

 according to this understanding this verse says 

nothing about the precise nature of the punishment. The word translated eternal here is αἰώνιος 

(aiōnios) and does not contain within its semantic range the idea of finality but of unending; it 

can either refer to something without beginning (cf. Rom. 16:25), without beginning or end (cf. 
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Heb. 9:14), or something without end.
55

 Earlier in this passage (v. 41) this same group is told to 

“Depart” into “the eternal fire” prepared for the devil and his angels. Here again αἰώνιος 

(aiōnios) has the sense of unending fire, we see this same affirmation elsewhere in Scripture 

where the fires of Hell are described as “unquenchable” (Luke 3:17; Mark 9:43, Matt. 3:12). 

There is no reason why, contextually or grammatically, “eternal punishment” should be taken to 

mean “final and completed punishment,” especially when the context—particularly the parallel 

with “eternal life”—and the semantic range of αἰώνιος (aiōnios) would seem to require the 

understanding of “unending punishment.”
56

 In the Daniel 12:2 we see the same parallel between 

eternal life and eternal punishment; “
2 

Many of those who sleep in the dust of the ground will 

awake, these to everlasting life, but the others to disgrace and everlasting contempt.” Elsewhere 

in Scripture the imagery of the “worm that will not die” (Isaiah 66:24, Mark 9:48) and ever rising 

smoke (Rev. 14:11) also convey the idea of eternal punishment.  

Scripture teaches that the punishment in Hell is everlasting, but what about the purpose of 

the punishment; is it retributive or restorative? Some Universalists
57

 believe that we can still 

hope for those who are lost in Hell, for the fire is that of “God’s chastising love.”
58

 “The 

punishment in hell is not simply retributive and punitive but curative or remedial.”
59

 This 

understanding lacks any substantive biblical evidence,
60

 and is in contrast with the explicit 

statements of Scripture. Scripture speaks of Hell as the place where God’s wrath is poured out on 
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sin, seemingly in retribution and not for restoration. In Rom. 2:8 Paul writes that those who are 

selfishly ambitious will receive, in accordance with their deeds (v. 6), “wrath and indignation” 

(cf. Rev. 14:9-10). In another of Paul’s epistles he writes that when Christ comes again He will 

deal out “retribution to those who do not know God and to those who do not obey the gospel of 

our Lord Jesus” (2 Thess. 1:8). The Universalist position of restorative judgment implies that the 

judgment will end, which contradicts eternal punishment in Hell, and that someone can be saved 

after death.
61

 In addition to a strong emphasis on the choices we make in this life, Scripture 

seems to explicitly teach that there will be no second chances after death. In Luke 13:22-30, 

Jesus responds to a query pertaining to who is saved. Jesus clearly teaches against a second 

chance when He responds with an exhortation for the man to “Strive to enter through the narrow 

door; for many, I tell you, will seek to enter and will not be able” (v. 24). He then goes on to 

inform the man that when judgment comes it will be too late; “Once the head of the house gets 

up and shuts the door” (v. 25) those who try to enter will be rejected and will depart into outer 

darkness (v. 27). Later in Luke, chapter 16, Jesus tells a story about two men in the netherworld 

before the final judgment; this story, featuring a unbridgeable chasm separating the state of the 

righteous and the unrighteous (v. 19-31), would seem to impress upon the reader the 

unchangeableness of the situation in which the men find themselves.
62

 Scripture provides a 

strikingly clear picture of Hell being eternal retributive punishment for those who have decided 

in this life that they will not turn to God, but what does Scripture teach on the very nature of the 

suffering in Hell? 
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 The nature of suffering in Hell is where the historical understanding of eternal conscious 

punishment is split. The traditional position has held that the Biblical imagery of fire refers to the 

literal nature of Hell,
63

 but since the Reformation the idea that the imagery of fire is metaphorical 

has rose to at least an equal level with the historical view.
64

 It is conceivable for some 

Annihilationists
65

 and Universalists to accept either of these positions.
66

 The view that seems to 

best draw together all the affirmations of Scripture on the nature of Hell is that the suffering in 

Hell will be a positive infliction against both spirit beings (fallen angels and the devil) and 

material beings (resurrected men and women). This torment in Hell is unimaginable, described 

in the imagery of "fire," "outer darkness," "weeping and gnashing of teeth" and will be away 

from the presence of the LORD. The punishment in Hell varies according to ones deeds but it is 

for all degrees of punishment everlasting destruction and ruin.  

The Bible teaches that when Christ returns there will be a resurrection of both unbelievers 

and believers; the believers to life, but the unbelievers to eternal suffering (John 5:29). In this 

resurrection the souls that were in paradise with God and those in Hades (Sheol) will be reunited 

with their physical bodies and in the judgment be sent to their respective destinations (Matt. 

25:34, 41, 46). That the wicked in Hell will possess a physical body and that the punishment in 

hell will be both physical and spiritual is seen in Matt. 10:28, Jesus tells His audience to “fear 

Him who is able to destroy both soul and body in hell” (cf. Matt. 5:29-30). This is supported by 

what the Scripture teaches on the nature of man; we are a combination of body and soul/spirit 
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(Dichotomy) that can be separated for a time but is naturally a unity (Conditional Unity).
67

 In the 

intermediate state the soul and body will be separated but this is an unnatural state
68

 and they 

will be reunited in the resurrection (Acts 24:15, John 5:29). As well as affecting the whole of 

man’s nature, the punishment in Hell will be inflicted on the purely spiritual beings
69

 that it was 

initially prepared for (Satan and his angels; Matt. 25:41).  

This punishment is not a purely self-inflicted torment as envisioned by some authors,
70

 

for Scripture teaches that the punishment in Hell is the pouring out of God’s wrath (2 Thess. 1:8-

9; Rom 2:8, cf. Rev. 14:9-10) and Matt 10:28 informs us to fear Him who able to destroy both 

body and soul in Hell. When it comes to the exact nature of the punishment in Hell Scripture 

employs vivid imagery that “is meant to appall us and strike us dumb with horror, assuring us 

that, as heaven will be better than we could dream, so hell will be worse than we can 

conceive.”
71

 The imagery employed by Jesus and the writers of Scripture is sometimes written 

off as a reference to a garbage dump existing outside the city of Jerusalem,
72

 but in light of a lack 

of historical evidence outside of a Jewish commentary on Psalm 27—written c. 1200 AD—the 

imagery cannot be written off as merely referring to a physical landmark.
73

 Neither does it seem 
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that Biblical authors, or Jesus, meant to give a literal picture of Hell; this can be concluded from 

a few lines of evidence. If we take the imagery as purely literal we end up with a seeming 

contradiction; physical fire is by nature a producer of light, but Hell is also described as 

“darkness.”
74

 Scripture also informs us that the fires of Hell were originally prepared for the 

Devil and his angels, but physical fire affects matter and not spirit so this would seem to indicate 

a metaphorical understanding.
75

 In Isaiah 66:24 (cf. Mark 9:48) we read of a worm that “will not 

die” and unquenchable flame in parallel, to inquire into one as a literal would lead us to take the 

other as the same.
76

 There is no contextual demand for us to take this imagery as literal, and very 

good reason to believe that it is metaphorical. The one Scripture that supporters of a literal 

understanding bring up to demand their understanding is Luke 16. In the story of Lazarus and the 

rich man (v. 19-31) there is claimed to be evidence for literal fire.
77

 The rich man experiences 

agony in the flame and desires water to cool his tongue (v.24). There seems to be two reasons 

that caution us against taking this as evidence for the literal understanding. The first 

consideration is the nature of parables. When interpreting the Gospels it is dangerous to read too 

many details into the parables beyond what they are intending to convey. We also need to take 

into account what is being discussed in this parable. In Luke 16 Jesus is talking about the 

intermediate state, in which souls receive joy or torment apart from their physical bodies. Calvin 

observes that Christ seems to be describing the spiritual things of the intermediate state on the 

level of our understanding. “The Lord is painting a picture which represents the condition of the 

future life in a way that we can understand. The sum of it is that believing souls when they leave 
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the body lead a joyful and blessed life outside the world, but that for the reprobate are prepared 

terrifying torments which can no more be conceived by our minds than can the infinite glory of 

heaven."
78

 Just as the authors of the Bible described heaven in the most vivid imagery available 

to them, but in no way encompassed its grandeur, they described Hell in powerful imagery that is 

only a shadow of the horrors found in its reality.
79

 This punishment in Hell is, as well as being 

unimaginable, experienced “away from the presence of the Lord and from the glory of His 

power” (2 Thess. 1:9). It would seem that the horrors of Hell will be experienced as the opposite 

of the joys of Heaven, where believers enjoy eternity in fellowship with God (Rev. 22:1-11). We 

do not have a clear picture of what the torment in Hell will be like, but the Bible makes it clear 

that Hell is a place that is terrifying and should be feared. 

 

 Taking the totality of the Scripture’s teaching on Hell together it would seem best to 

affirm an understanding of Hell that would fit under the overarching ideas of the Metaphorical 

view of Hell. It may be best to give the understanding presented here a different name so as not 

to have it confused with the modern Metaphorical understanding that sees Hell as solely 

psychological and spiritual torment. The name that best suits the view presented here is the 

“Comprehensive and Eternal Retributive view of Hell.”
80

 Hell is the place where the Devil, his 

angels, and all the unrighteous throughout the history of the world will be sent after the final 

judgment. It is characterized by eternal retribution against the sins of man and the pouring out 

of God's wrath in a way that is unimaginable; this wrath is meted out in different degrees in 
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accordance with ones deeds in life and is free from the presence of God and the glory of His 

power. This understanding of Hell makes it clear that this is not a place that we would ever want 

to go, nor want our loved ones to go. Jesus, in Mark 9:43-48, three times warns us to go to 

extreme measures against sin; contrasting the benefits of sacrifice in the effort to fight sin with 

the horrors of Hell. It is upon these words that Augustine reflects; “He[Jesus] did not shrink from 

using the same words three times over in one passage. And who is not terrified by this repetition, 

and by the threat of that punishment uttered so vehemently by the lips of the Lord Himself?"
81

 

We now have an answer to our inquiry as to the Biblical teaching on Hell, but what of 

our other questions; is this view tenable in our sceptical world, does this view of Hell even affect 

our lives? With a doctrine formulated we are now in a position to proceed through the fourth and 

fifth steps in our theological investigation; for the first of these we must defend our conclusion, 

we must perform apologetics. 
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Chapter 4 

Defending the Doctrine of Hell 

 

Today, holding to any view of hell that accepts eternal conscious punishment will get you 

labeled a sadist or even a child abuser. Richard Dawkins, in his book The God Delusion, writes; 

if your whole upbringing, and everything you have ever been told by parents, teachers 

and priests, has led you to believe, really believe, utterly and completely, that sinners 

burn in hell… it is entirely plausible that words could have a more long-lasting and 

damaging effect than deeds. I am persuaded that the phrase 'child abuse' is no 

exaggeration when used to describe what teachers and priests are doing to children whom 

they encourage to believe in something like the punishment of unshriven mortal sins in an 

eternal hell.
82

 

Even Christians think that this view is untenable; Clark Pinnock writes that even the non-literal 

view of eternal conscious punishment still results in the conclusion that “God is a sadistic 

torturer.”
83

 At the heart of these accusations is the thought that Hell makes God out to be a 

vindictive and unjust monster; it is seen as an injustice for God to send people to Hell, let alone 

for eternity. Are these accusations accurate? Does the belief in an eternal and retributive Hell 

lead to the conclusion that God is unjust? Is it even biblical to believe in this Hell? We have 

seen, looking at Systematic Theology, that this is what Scripture teaches; but does it stand up to 

critique? We can answer this by marshalling an apology
84

 for the Comprehensive and Eternal 
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Retributive view of Hell, showing that is the most biblically consistent and logically cohesive 

view, in contrast with Annihilationism and Universalism, for understanding the Biblical teaching 

on the nature, duration, and purpose of hell. This is the fourth step in our theological 

investigation; Apologetics.  

Three major challenges have been raised by the opponents of the literal and metaphorical 

views and each of these challenges address the view presented here as well; as such they need to 

be answered. Annihilationists and literalists—though differing in their interpretations—challenge 

the Metaphorical view with watering down or misinterpreting the key language used by the Bible 

to refer to Hell and Universalism challenges that any view of eternal conscious punishment 

ignores the various Scriptures that refer to the final reconciliation of man to God. Universalism 

also suggest this view denies God's sovereignty by implying that He does not in the end get what 

he wants, the salvation of all men. Alongside these challenges from the Biblical text it is also 

suggested that eternal retributive punishment is a punishment far worse than finite sin could ever 

deserve.  

  

 The literalist critique that the non-literal views water down the biblical picture for the 

sake of softening the doctrine of Hell
85

 misses the point of the non-literal view,
86

 as even 

Annihilationists have seen,
87

 but the challenge that a view of eternal consciousness punishment 

ignores key Scriptures needs to be examined closer. The challenges from Scripture can largely be 

divided into two groups; those Scriptures that seem to teach a once and for all annihilation of the 

reprobate and those Scriptures that are said to teach a final reconciliation of all man before God.  
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Pinnock believes Scripture is so clear in its teaching of annihilation that “the burden of 

proof [for showing their view] rests with those who refuse to believe and accept this teaching."
88

 

While forming a systematic doctrine of Hell we saw that this isn’t as clear as he makes it seem; 

the evidence in Scripture seems to overwhelmingly teach eternal suffering.
89

 Pinnock sees a clear 

teaching of annihilation in the NT’s use of the words “destruction/destroy,” “perish,” and “ruin” 

to describe the final state of unbelievers.
90

 In English it is possible to arrive at this conclusion, 

though it is not inevitable, but a closer look at the use of the Greek underlying these words takes 

away the weight of the Annihilationist challenge. “Ruin” and “destruction” (sometimes perish) 

are usually translations of the nouns ἀπώλεια (apōleia, Rom. 9:22) and ὄλεθρος (olethros, 2 

Thess 1:9), “destroy” is usually a translation of the verb φθείρω (phtheirō, 1 Cor. 3:17). The 

suggestion that φθείρω refers to final annihilation does not fit with the use of this word 

throughout the NT
91

  and with its use in the immediate context of 1 Cor. 3:17.
92

 The Theological 

Dictionary of the New Testament, under its entry for ἀπώλεια, has this to say; “What is meant 

here [the eschatological passages using ἀπώλεια] is not a simple extinction of existences…, but 

an everlasting state of torment and death.”
93

 The use of ὄλεθρος is often very similar to ἀπώλεια, 

in 1 Tim. 6:9 both words are used as near synonyms; translated “ruin and destruction.” Overall, 

the uses of these three words, especially in eschatological contexts, “denote spiritual ruin, 

perdition, or existence in hell rather than extinction.”
94

 The passages that speak of “destruction,” 

“perish,” and “ruin” are not convincing in garnering support for Annihilationism.  
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The second group of Scriptures that are raised against any view of eternal conscious 

punishment are those Scriptures that speak of final restoration or reconciliation; of these there are 

three main ones to look at. In Acts 3:20-21 we read; “
20

and that He may send Jesus, the Christ 

appointed for you, 
21 

whom heaven must receive until the
 
period of restoration of all things about 

which God spoke by the mouth of His holy prophets from ancient time.”
95

 In these verses we are 

told that Christ must be received into heaven (cf. 17-20) “until the period of restoration”; 

Universalists see this “restoration” as a time when all things, including sinners will be restored to 

fellowship with God.
96

 These verses do not support their conclusion; what the passage is 

referring to is the fulfillment of the prophecies made by the OT prophets concerning the 

establishment of Christ’s kingdom and rule.
97

 Verse 23 in this same chapter rules out 

universalism; Peter tells those he is preaching to that “every soul that does not heed that 

prophet shall be utterly destroyed from among the people.” The other two passages we need to 

look at are found in the Pauline epistles.  

In Philippians 2:10-11 we read that; “at the name of Jesus EVERY KNEE WILL 

BOW, of those who are in heaven and on earth and under the earth, 
11 

and that every tongue will 

confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father.” This verse, within the greater 

context of Philippians and the whole of Scripture, speaks of a day when victory will be won by 

Jesus and He will reclaim all creation. This passage does not have to refer to the bowing of the 

knee in willing submission but could, and when seen in the context of the rest of Scripture does, 

refer to the unwilling submission of a conquered foe before the supreme King of the universe.
98
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The last Scripture to look at from this group is Colossians 1:19-20. Here we are told that 

through the blood of Christ all things in the heavens and on the earth will be reconciled to God. It 

would be an unwarranted assumption to assume that this reconciliation is a restoration of all man 

to celestial bliss; “all things will finally unite to bow in the name of Jesus and to acknowledge 

him as Lord…, it is not assumed that this will be done gladly by all.”
99

 As with bowing the knee 

in Philippians reconciliation here most likely refers to the final pacification, the final defeat, of 

those who rebel against God.
100

 These Scriptures don’t say that all men will be saved, but what 

about those Scriptures which talk of God’s desire for all to be saved? 

  

In his bestselling book Love wins Rob Bell asks the question; “does God get what He 

wants?”
101

 At first the answer would appear to be a resounding yes! But, upon closer 

examination, the question is not so simple. Because Scripture teaches that God desires for all to 

be saved (1 Tim. 2:4, 2 Peter 3:9) then it would seem, according to Bell, that all should be saved, 

because isn’t God sovereign; doesn’t He get what He wants?
102

 Essentially this challenge sees 

any view other than Universalism as rejecting God’s absolute Sovereignty; it would seem that we 

would have to concede that God saves all, or God is not powerful enough to save all. Is this the 

only way? On the surface Bell’s argument seems powerful but it results in the negation of all the 

Scriptures that speak against universalism and it falls apart when exposed to the breadth of God’s 

revelation. Since the days of Augustine theologians have distinguished between two wills of 
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God;
103

 His revealed will (or will of precept) and His secret will (or will of decree). This 

distinction sheds much light on the challenge proposed by Bell. The secret will of God is His 

eternal and immutable plan which He may partially reveal to us, but is never fully disclosed; this 

is His will in the sense of what comes to pass without fail.
104

 God’s revealed will is the 

commands that He gives and the desires He expresses, in spite of whether they come to pass or 

not.
105

 These two wills can be seen in the contemplation of anything in this life that results from 

the fall, Luther wrote; “Thus, [God] does not will the death of a sinner--that is, in His Word 

[revealed will]; but He wills it by His inscrutable will [secret will].”
106

  

This distinction has been challenged before, and is still challenged today; critics 

challenge that this dichotomizes God’s will and puts the two sides of His will in opposition to 

each other.
107

 If this distinction is to answer the challenge raised by Love Wins it must first be 

shown to be actually Scriptural. When we naturally think of God’s will it is usually God’s will of 

decree—“If the Lord wills, we will live and also do this or that” (James 4:15)—but it is also 

clear that there is another way “will” is used of God in Scripture, for example; “he who does the 

will of My Father who is in heaven will enter” (Matt. 7:21). How can this second verse be 

referring to the will of God in the same sense as the first? For in the first verse what is in sight is 

God’s immutable sovereign oversight according to which all things transpire, but in this second 

verse the will of God is either followed, resulting in reward, or disobeyed. These verses, and 
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those like them, reveal the basis of this distinction, but there are other verses that reveal a 

contradiction if the distinction between two wills does not stand. In Genesis 50:20, Joseph tells 

his brothers that what they had meant for evil God had worked according to His plan. God’s 

revealed will tells us that murder, theft, and selling a brother into slavery are sinful acts; they are 

against His will. But God’s secret will was to use the disobedience and sinful acts of Joseph’s 

brothers “to bring it about that many people should be kept alive” (v.20 ESV).
108

  Other 

examples are found when we contemplate the sinful actions of those men who crucified Jesus 

and the truth that it was God’s will all along for this to happen (Acts 2:23, Acts 4:27-28). There 

are countless more examples from Scripture that show this doctrine to be to be scriptural; but 

does it make logical sense?  

A logical contradiction would only come about if the two wills of God were wills in the 

same sense, but they are not. God’s revealed will refers to His will according to the immediate 

and absolute sense of its object; God despises sin and commands us not to murder because it is 

contrary to His righteous and holy nature. God’s secret will refers to His will according to the 

universality of its object; God willed for Jesus to be unjustly crucified because it displayed His 

love and His righteousness in a way that glorified His name, an unjust act brought about God’s 

good and holy purpose.
109

With this distinction in mind we can now look at the way in which God 

wills for all to be saved.  

According to 1 Timothy 2:4, God wishes all to be saved, but elsewhere in Scripture we 

see that God’s eternal election is of some to salvation, but of others to damnation.
110

 In our 
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biblical and systematic examination of Scripture we also saw that there are many Scriptures 

which speak of some people not being saved and sentenced to eternal damnation.
111

 Given the 

scriptural teaching on the fate of the wicked, it is best to see 1 Timothy 2:4 and others Scriptures 

like it as referring to God’s revealed will.
112

 God desires for all to be saved, but because of 

reasons we are not given God’s secret will is that of electing some to salvation and some to 

damnation. We must echo with Luther that “It is enough simply to know that there is in God an 

inscrutable will; what, why, and within what limits it wills, it is wholly unlawful to inquire, or 

wish to know, or be concerned about, or touch upon; we may only fear and adore!"
113

 

 

This brings us to the last challenge raised against the understanding of eternal conscious 

punishment in Hell, the challenge of philosophy. How is eternal punishment a just reward for 

temporal sin? This challenge is often raised by those in secular circles, but it is against the 

Christian understanding of God; so the Biblical understanding of God’s love, holiness, and 

justice is what needs to be kept in sight. In raising this challenge, Clark Pinnock asks; “Is it not 

plain that sins committed in time and space cannot deserve limitless divine retribution?” This 

question starts with a false presupposition, that the duration of a crime is related to the duration 

of a punishment, but this is self-evidently false. A rape may only last a few minutes but we 

expect the punishment to extend exponentially beyond that. The duration and nature of a 

punishment needs to be measured by the severity of the crime; so we must ask, how severe are 

our sins, our crimes, against God? 
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 To establish the unfathomable severity of our crime we need to look at both who our 

crime is against, and the obligation we have to not commit it. Jonathan Edwards once preached a 

sermon on the justice of Hell; he explained that guilt rises and falls according to our obligation to 

do the contrary. For example; “the faultiness of one being hating another, is in proportion to his 

obligation to love him.”
114

 If a being exists who we are infinitely obliged to obey, honor, and 

love, then we are left with an infinite guilt when fail these obligations. God, because of His 

infinite holiness and righteousness, requires perfect obedience. Each sin against him is an 

infringement upon his infinite standard of righteousness. We are also obliged, because of His 

absolute perfection, to give Him all the love and honor we can. When we fail, which we all do, 

we are guilty of not fulfilling the infinite obligation we have to keep His precepts.
115

 In light of 

the obligation we all have, it is clear that our finite sins do in fact necessitate an infinite 

punishment, in accord with the obligation we have failed to keep.  

The second point that can be raised to show our infinite guilt is the nature of the being 

who we have sinned against. It is common sense that a crime against a dog is not worthy of the 

same level of punishment deserving of a crime against a man. If the difference between these 

two types of beings necessitates a dramatic difference in the punishment received for a crime, 

how much more so would a crime against an infinitely holy being necessitate an infinitely 

greater punishment?
116

  

 

 Those who would see an injustice in eternal punishment rely on a presupposition that 

temporal crimes could never incur an eternal sentence, but this isn’t true. The challenge that 

Scripture shows that Annihilationism is true is not nearly as convincing as its proponents would 
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claim it is and Scripture is clear that we cannot stand on God’s desire for all to be saved, or the 

final reconciliation of all things, as justification for universalism; while God desires all to be 

saved He has decreed within His secret will to not save all for His purposes. These challenges 

fail to show that the Comprehensive and Eternal Retributive view of Hell is illogical and counter 

Scripture, and in light of the evidence shown to support it; it still remains as the most biblically 

consistent and logically cohesive view for understanding the Biblical teaching on the nature, 

duration, and purpose of hell. Having formulated and now defended the Comprehensive and 

Eternal Retributive view of Hell we are in a position to proceed with the fifth, and final, step in 

our theological investigation; Practical Theology. We have answered the questions as to what the 

Bible teaches about hell, if it is tenable, and now we are left with the question of why it matters. 
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Chapter 5 

Applying the Doctrine of Hell 

 

So Hell exists, what difference does it make in our lives, why does it matter? If Hell is 

eternal and conscious punishment consisting of the wrath of God poured out on physical and 

spiritual beings, then what difference does it make in our lives? Looking at the Biblical evidence 

for the Doctrine of Hell, systemizing it, and defending it provided the Comprehensive and 

Eternal Retributive view of Hell as the position that most fully encompasses the various strands 

of the Bible’s teaching on Hell. We cannot simply leave the doctrine here; in holding an abstract 

piece of doctrine we can know that we have been faithful to Scripture’s teaching on Hell but we 

fail to bring it into the sphere of our daily lives and be changed by it. We neglect the very 

reasons why Jesus and the Apostles preached and wrote about Hell in the first place. To finish 

our investigation we must proceed with our final task; we must engage in the discipline of 

Practical Theology. Practical Theology attempts to honour the very reason why God placed a 

teaching in the Bible, why He has revealed a truth to us; in undertaking the task of Practical 

Theology one seeks to apply an abstract doctrine to the church and the lives of those who will 

learn about it; it answers the question “so what?” that accompanies theological inquiry. In the 

case of the Doctrine of Hell we must ask: If Hell is real, if it is eternal, and if it is the outpouring 

of the wrath of God on those who do not accept His free offer of salvation; how are we to 

respond, how do our lives change? Understanding the doctrine of Hell has an effect on three 

distinctive spheres of life; it calls for application in the life of the individual believer, the life of a 
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believer in relation to the unbeliever, and the life of Church—the ministry, teaching, and mission 

that characterize the local church. 

 

Understanding what Scripture teaches about Hell should have a profound effect on the 

way we live our lives. A clear understanding of the consequences of God’s wrath, of the 

reckoning of His justice in Hell, brings the beauty of His grace and mercy into focus. Knowing 

that Hell is the consequence of our sins should give us a profound understanding of what it truly 

means to be saved by the blood of Jesus. Without an understanding of the terrible consequences 

of our sins, without knowing what God’s holiness and righteousness demands in relation to the 

crimes we have committed against Him, we will never fully understand what it means to be 

saved from the wrath of God. If our hearts don’t truly understand Hell then the Gospel is not so 

much good news—good news that Jesus Christ came and died so that we can be saved from the 

wrath of God—as it is simply news.
117

 The truth of Hell should drive us deeper into worship; by 

understanding the awful severity of our God and the lengths He went so as to display His mercy 

by saving us from His justice that had to be appeased we should be struck with a profound sense 

of gratitude for His grace. After writing the book Erasing Hell author Francis Chan experienced 

a new sense of gratitude for Christ’s work on the cross, one Sunday in worship he found himself 

belting at the top of his lungs the lyrics to a worship song; “TILL ON THAT CROSS AS JESUS 

DIED, THE WRATH OF GOD WAS SATISFIED!"
118

 This is the effect that the terrible truth of 

Hell should find in our hearts.  

An understanding of the Doctrine of Hell should also drive us to holiness. Repeatedly 

throughout Scripture there is a call for us to be conformed to Christ, to be holy as God is holy (1 
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Peter 1:14-16); we do not do this in order to earn our salvation, for we are saved by faith and not 

works (Romans 4:4-5), but with the knowledge of who God is and what He has done for us we 

should respond to His grace by pursuing obedience to His commands and actively striving for 

holiness in our lives. The doctrine of Hell is also used by Jesus to teach His followers that they 

should take sin seriously and be drastic in their battle with sin; in Matt 5:29-30 Jesus is recorded 

as saying,  

29 
If your right eye makes you stumble, tear it out and throw it from you; for it is better 

for you to lose one of the parts of your body, than for your whole body to be thrown into
 

hell. 
30 

If your right hand makes you stumble, cut it off and throw it from you; for it is 

better for you
 
to lose one of the parts of your body, than for your whole body to go into 

hell.
119

 

This is an important application of the doctrine of Hell; having been saved from Hell by Christ’s 

sacrifice for our sins and with the knowledge that the consequences of sin is death (James 1:12-

18)
120

 we should strive for obedience to God by fighting sin in our lives.  

The applications of the doctrine of Hell to our lives have the potential for abuse, we need 

to be careful. When we praise God in light of Hell we are not reveling in the eternal damnation 

of sinful man, we are praising God for saving us from His terrible wrath. In encouraging the 

knowledge of Hell as a stimulus for righteousness we need to be careful that we are not pursuing 

obedience to God out of a legalistic idea that God’s wrath is continually burning against us and 

that any one mistake will put us over the edge and fix our destiny on Hell. We are not to live in 
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continual fear but to know that Christ has once and for all appeased the wrath of God towards us 

and taken the penalty of our sins; we are to pursue obedience out of gratitude for God’s grace. It 

is important to be careful in our application, but we cannot neglect it. Understanding Hell drives 

us to make important changes to our attitudes towards God and sin in our lives, but its 

application to our lives cannot stop there; it needs to also drive us to change the way we interact 

with those around us. 

 

The terrifying truth of Hell is that all who do not put their faith in Jesus will not be saved 

from their sins and will face the indignation of God poured out on them for eternity. This has to 

change something in us; the doctrine of Hell means that some of those we love may face eternal 

damnation. The apostles and prophets in Scripture understood the doctrine of Hell and felt its 

impact in their hearts. Paul had great sorrow and unceasing grief in his heart over those in Israel 

who rejected Jesus; he could wish that he was accursed and separated from Christ for the sake of 

his lost brothers (Rom 9:1-4). So much was his heart broken over those of his kinsmen who 

refused their savior that he wished that he could take their place that they may know Jesus. 

Jeremiah, when he witnessed and prophesied of God’s temporal judgment on Israel, wept for the 

slain of his people (Jer. 9:1). He wept over their physical death in this life, how much more 

would he weep over the eternal fate of his kinsmen? These men were broken over the reality of 

God’s judgment, both temporal and eternal, and felt the truth that their people would face this 

judgment. As a result of the doctrine of Hell we should have a burning passion to reach the lost, 

those who do not yet know Jesus; both our relatives and the strangers we meet on the streets and 

at work.
121

 Jesus has other sheep which are not yet in His fold, they are not in the church, but he 
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will bring them and they will hear his voice (John 10:13-16). He has chosen to use us as His call 

to His sheep spread throughout every tribe, tongue, and nation in this world. He has given us the 

mission of going out into all the world and making disciples of all nations (Matt. 28:16-20). The 

truth of Hell should drive this call home and gives us a powerful motivator for reaching the lost 

in our homes, communities, and in the rest of the world.  

The reality of Hell should also give us a sense of urgency in our proclamation of the 

Gospel. Christ is coming soon and in life we never know when an accident will happen; we need 

to have a sense of urgency that the choices we make in this life do matter, that the choices of 

every man affect their eternal destiny. Because of the uncertainty with human life and the truth 

that Christ could come at any day we need to have a sense of urgency in our proclamation of the 

Gospel and in our pursuit of evangelism and outreach. 

 The doctrine of Hell will also have an effect on the hearts of those that we are preaching 

to, those that do not yet know Jesus Christ. An understanding of Hell and knowledge of the 

sinfulness of each man should reveal to those who do not yet believe their need for a savior. Hell 

is terrifying news, but when paired with the knowledge that Jesus Christ died and paid the 

consequences of our sins the Gospel becomes the greatest news known to man. Their 

contemplation of the free offer of God’s grace will be accompanied by the urgency that comes 

with a choice which determines ones eternal fate.
122

 

As with the application of Hell to our relationship with God, the application to our 

relationships with those around us can also be abused, maybe even more so; we need to be 

careful. In our evangelism we are not to shove the Gospel down the throats of unbelievers in 

such a way that turns them forever away from God, but we are to be smart and spread the Gospel 

in a responsible way that shows true concern for the souls of those in our communities. In our 
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realization of the urgency of the doctrine of Hell we are not to force a decision upon an 

unbeliever. It is important for someone to choose God without delay but it is more harmful to 

push them into saying a prayer as fire insurance and leave them with the illusion that they are 

saved when they really have not trusted their life to God and believed in His Son. The use of the 

doctrine of Hell to convince unbelievers to be saved has been an area where the application of 

the doctrine of Hell has witnessed the most abuse. The preaching of Hell has sometimes been all 

about the wrath of God without the true good news of the Gospel; being saved was an offer of 

fire insurance to keep you from being burned eternally, it was a way of avoiding the mean God 

upstairs. It is a good thing to preach the entire Bible and this includes Hell, but when we preach 

Hell we cannot forget to share why Hell makes the Gospel good news; we cannot forget to share 

the Truth of God’s love and mercy given to mankind through His Son. One of the most maligned 

sermons on Hell, Jonathan Edward’s Sinners in the Hand of an Angry God, illustrates the proper 

use of the preaching of Hell quite well. Edward’s was preaching to a congregation of nominal 

Christians, people who sat through church but were not actually saved. He cared for their souls, 

for their eternal destinies, so he preached the wrath of God in a vivid way to snap them out of 

apathy, but he ended his sermon with the truth of God’s grace;  

And now you have an extraordinary opportunity, a day wherein Christ has thrown the 

door of mercy wide open, and stands in calling and crying with a loud voice to poor 

sinners; a day wherein many are flocking to him, and pressing into the kingdom of God. 

Many are daily coming from the east, west, north and south; many that were very lately 

in the same miserable condition that you are in, are now in a happy state, with their hearts 

filled with love to him who has loved them, and washed them from their sins in his own 

blood, and rejoicing in hope of the glory of God. How awful is it to be left behind at such 
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a day! To see so many others feasting, while you are pining and perishing! To see so 

many rejoicing and singing for joy of heart, while you have cause to mourn for sorrow of 

heart, and howl for vexation of spirit! How can you rest one moment in such a condition? 

Are not your soul as precious as the souls of the people at Suffield, where they are 

flocking form day to day to Christ?123 

When guarded against abuses the doctrine of Hell has a powerful application to our relationships 

with those around us and to our own lives. Along with these applications, the doctrine of Hell 

also has powerful application to the life of the local church. 

  

 The doctrine of Hell can have a profound application to the mission and teaching of a 

church as well as the individual lives of those who make up the church. The application of Hell 

to the Church is much the same as its application to the life of an individual, just on a corporate 

level. The great commission is a call to the believers that make up the body of Christ, for them to 

reach the whole world for the name of Jesus. The way this commission is fulfilled is most often 

through the direct ministry, or through the support of, the local church. It is a powerful thing for 

the individuals in a church to be filled with a fiery passion for the lost on account of the eternal 

destiny that awaits them, but it is more so if the very mission of our churches reflects this as 

well. The doctrine of the Hell needs to imbue our churches with a passion for the lost in their 

immediate vicinity and in the farthest ends of the earth. The mission and vision of our churches 

should reflect this passion; should reflect an unquenchable desire to be the ones who bring the 

free offer of salvation through Jesus to all. 

 The life of the church should also reflect the urgency that accompanies knowledge of the 

doctrine of Hell. Knowing that the Mormon’s down the road, many in the high school a few 
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blocks away, and probably a fair amount of people in the local nightclub do not know Jesus and 

face eternal damnation if they do not believe should drive us to reach out to these people with 

urgency. The doctrine of Hell should not leave us content to evangelize the community by 

propping our church doors open on Sunday and letting the sounds of our worship set permeate 

the community. The urgency given to us by the understanding that Hell is eternal conscious 

torment against unbelievers should drive us to reach out those in our communities in every 

possible way. 

 Lastly, the doctrine of Hell should affect our worship services. Every sermon on a 

Sunday morning is not going to be about Hell, nor should they be, but we cannot neglect to teach 

this doctrine. It is common to avoid teaching from the pulpit the reality of Hell because it hurts, 

because it is not easy. Many preachers don’t want to offend unbelievers or cause painful 

memories for those with deceased relatives, so they may avoid the preaching of this doctrine. 

This is not an acceptable position; the Biblical mandate is to preach the whole Gospel, the whole 

of Scripture, knowing that it will offend many and that there will be seasons when it is the last 

thing that the church wants to hear (2 Tim. 4:1-4; 1 Cor. 1:18-25). The truth of Hell needs to be 

preached in such a way that it points straight to the heart of the Gospel, to Christ’s death and 

resurrection which saves us from the horrendous consequences of being sinful men and women. 

The doctrine of Hell should affect the teaching in our churches by actually being taught and used 

to bring the good news of the Gospel into focus, by showing the immensity of what it means for 

the Gospel to be good news. The doctrine of Hell should affect the praise in our churches by 

impressing on the congregation the profound work of Christ in saving them and by giving them a 

sense of gratitude at the free gift of God’s grace by which they have been saved from the horror 
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of Hell; this will consequently be reflected in the passion and intensity of praise as the 

congregation pours their gratitude out in praise to their sovereign and merciful God. 

 As with the application of Hell in the lives of individuals, the application of Hell to the 

life of the church can be abused. These abuses are much the same as what they would be for the 

lives of an individual, so they have already been looked at; as with applying the doctrine of Hell 

to our lives, we need to be careful to guard against these abuses when we apply this doctrine to 

our church. 

 

 The doctrine of Hell is a hard doctrine to wrestle with; it hurts us and is not something 

that we would want to think about. But once we have wrestled with it and come to an 

understanding of what the Bible teaches about Hell the doctrine yields rich application to our 

lives and to the lives of our churches. We cannot simply study this doctrine and leave it is as an 

abstract principle; the reality of Hell demands application in our lives. Hell is a terrifying reality 

that should shake us to the core and change the ways we think; we must be changed by the truth 

that those we love, even those we have never met, face an eternity in Hell if they do not turn to 

Jesus Christ for salvation. Jesus in the Gospels and the Apostles throughout the NT will not 

allow us leave Hell as an abstract idea. Their use of this doctrine is evangelistic and 

motivational; they use it to show the lost their need for a savior and to encourage the saved to 

reach out to those who do not yet know Christ. If Hell is in the Bible for the reason of causing 

change in the lives of the original audience that read it, how can we not let it change us? 
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Conclusion 

 Here we are now; we have completed the task at hand and reached a conclusion for our 

theological investigation. In answer to our question as to what the Bible teaches about Hell; our 

conclusion has been that the Comprehensive and Eternal Retributive view of Hell is the model 

that most faithfully represents the Bible’s teaching on Hell. This view can be summarized in this 

manner; Hell is the place where the Devil, his angels, and all the unrighteous throughout the 

history of the world will be sent after the final judgment. It is characterized by eternal retribution 

against the sins of man and the pouring out of God's wrath in a way that is unimaginable; this 

wrath is meted out in different degrees in accordance with ones deeds in life and is free from the 

presence of God and the glory of His power. In response to our question of the tenability of this 

view of Hell in the face of scepticism, the conclusion reached was that the Comprehensive and 

Eternal Retributive view of Hell remains the most biblical and logical model of Hell. Finally, in 

response to the question as to the difference this doctrine makes, we saw that there is a multitude 

of applications across various spheres of our lives: the Doctrine of Hell should affect our piety, 

in driving us towards praise and holiness; our relationships with unbelievers, in giving us a 

burning passion for their salvation and a desire to preach the Gospel; and the ministry of our 

churches, in encouraging the preaching of the whole Gospel and inspiring beautiful and heartfelt 

praise. The doctrine of Hell is terrifying, it is a doctrine that should not leave us calm and at ease. 

We have peace because we have been delivered from this fate by the spotless sacrifice made by 

Christ, because of the perfect life He lived so that we may gain His righteousness and the 

agonizing death that He died so that we may be free from the wrath of God and forgiven of our 

crimes against Him. But the whole world does not share this peace; our friends and family need 

to hear the Gospel. They need to experience the love and joy that comes with a relationship with 
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Christ, but they also need to be delivered from the awful wrath of the holy and righteous God. 

The doctrine of Hell brings Christ’s salvific work on the Cross into striking focus; this event is at 

the heart of Christianity and Hell should direct all who hear of it straight to the Cross. What shall 

we do then in response to this doctrine? We need to take very seriously Jesus’ call for us in 

Matthew 28:29-20;
 “

Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name 

of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, 
20 

teaching them to observe all that I have 

commanded you. And behold, I am with you always, to the end of the age” (ESV).
124

  We need 

to take up the call to preach the Gospel, the whole Gospel at that, for “
4 

How then will they call 

on him in whom they have not believed? And how are they to believe in him of whom they have 

never heard? And how are they to hear without someone preaching? 
15 

And how are they to 

preach unless they are sent? As it is written, “How beautiful are the feet of those who preach the 

good news!”” (ESV).  Let us be those feet that bring the good news of the Gospel of peace to 

those who are desperately in need of the truth that they can have peace with God through faith in 

Jesus Christ (Romans 4-5).  
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